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ABSTRACT
Free-Net Cleveland is a completely free, open-access community computer
system operated and coordinated by Case Western Reserve University
in Cleveland, Ohio. Through Free-Net, users can access a wide range
of electronic services and features including free electronic mail and
the Internet as well as valuable university information sources such
as the university's online catalog, government documents, and links
to faculty members in academic areas. Free-Net also functions as a
communication medium for the university, providing opportunities for
enhanced student/faculty interaction, and it functions as an educational
resource for schoolchildren through its Academy One component. Free-
Net relies heavily on volunteers from the community to operate it and
keep it current. Free-Net Cleveland is part of the National Public
Telecomputing Network (NPTN), which is being created to provide
networked services and links between Free-Nets throughout North
America and the world.
INTRODUCTION
Free-Net is something in which perspective determines what one
knows about it, how one uses it, and most definitely how one perceives
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its impact. This becomes clear when seeking out diverse perspectives
on something that people in Cleveland, and particularly at Case Western
Reserve University, use in different ways, misunderstand, and yet take
for granted, like any other utility. Cleveland holds the distinction of
being the place where Free-Net began and is its first community site.
The idea of a free community computing network was conceived
of and developed by Dr. T. M. Grundner at Case Western Reserve Uni-
versity in Cleveland. Dr. Grundner has subsequently helped numerous
communities establish their own Free-Nets. He also gave freely of his
time and knowledge in providing the essential background for this paper.
His insights into the philosophy behind the system, how it has
developed, just how one sets up a Free-Net, and his perspective into
the future via the National Public Telecomputing Network (NPTN),
which he is launching, were especially valuable.
Assistance was also provided by one of the few paid employees
who actually runs Free-Net at Case Western Reserve University, and
who knows a great deal about its inner workings, Martha Artzberger,
of Information Network Services. She provided information on campus
use of Free-Net, in academic departments by students and faculty, in
university administration, and its important relationship to the Case
Western Reserve University campuswide computer network,
CWRUNET.
A third major source was George Barnum, University Library's
government documents librarian, who is an experienced sysop (systems
operator) and who has worked on the government documents part of
Free-Net for some years.
Written documentation on Free-Net is virtually nonexistent. For
this reason, it was necessary to rely on information gained through
interviewing Dr. Grundner and others. Written documentation consists
of a description of Free-Net prepared for the National Research and
Education Network (NREN) hearings in Congress and fact sheets. One
of the pitfalls of living in the age of the shift from print to digitized
information is the absence of clear archiving responsibilities and the
lack of a paper trail. One learns this firsthand preparing a paper about
an electronic information source.
WHAT IS FREE-NET?
Free-Net is a completely free, open-access community computer
system operated and coordinated by Case Western Reserve University.
The Free-Net computer allows anyone to call in 24 hours a day and
access a wide range of electronic services and features. These range from
free electronic mail to information in various areas of the "electronic
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city." It is largely dependent on volunteers for the development of
"areas," for inputting of information, answering questions, and creating
what Free-Net will be in any community. It draws on a wide range
of subject expertise in many areas as diverse as veterinary science, space
science, a legal service, recipe exchange, and restaurant menus and
reviews. It provides access for the community to the Internet through
the teleport component and to numerous remote information sources
through the library area. It provides numerous forums for users to
communicate, ask questions, and air views (Grundner, 1990, p. 51).
Having been in operation since 1986, it has experienced numerous
growing pains. Probably the greatest complaint anyone has about the
network currently relates to the inadequate number of telephone lines,
which sometimes creates difficulty connecting for those accessing via
modems. For most university users, this problem is virtually nonexistent
because the entire campus is connected to it fiber optically through
the university's campuswide network, CWRUNET.
Perhaps the most important concept behind Free-Net is that of
opening up computing to the widest possible user group. Personal access
to online computer services for those not part of a university, a large
corporation, or the government has been limited to those with the
resources to afford the luxury of a Prodigy or CompuServe service (T.
M. Grundner, personal communication, January 27, 1992). Free-Net
allows access to a multitude of valuable services requiring only a terminal
and modem access. New user registration is even accomplished online.
There is no bureaucracy, forms to fill, or qualifications to meet.
Dr. Grundner sees the development of Free-Net and the Free-Net
movement as similar in nature to the free public library concept that
took hold in the United States in the middle to late 19th century (T.
M. Grundner, personal communication, January 27, 1992). A certain
amount of idealism is behind the concept of this populist computing
network. In a time when access to information appears to be heading
more and more to a privatized system, with perhaps the creation of
new classes of "information wealthy" and "information poor," this
concept is a breath of fresh air to those who still hold fast to the ideals
behind the free public library and believe a democratic society is based
on the principle of equality of access to information.
When asked what his biggest surprise has been in the years since
Free-Net was developed and has been running, Dr. Grundner replied,
"the use of Free-Net by working-class people 'from the neighborhoods'
and their children" (T. M. Grundner, personal communication, January
27, 1992). His interpretation of this phenomenon is that there have
been great numbers of computers bought by families in the hopes of
advancing their children's education. Many of them remain relatively
underused by the families who purchased them. Free-Net, which is
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heavily promoted in the schools in the Cleveland area, provides
something interesting and useful to do with a family's personal computer
at no charge (T. M. Grundner, personal communication, January 27,
1992). In the process, computer novices gain confidence and knowledge
using an online computer database and an electronic mail system. The
menus, commands, and functions are designed to be as simple and
transparent as possible, and the organizational structure, developed
around the "electronic city" concept, is an effective and readily
understandable principle.
The community element and the idea of volunteerism are extremely
important to the Free-Net concept. According to Dr. Grundner, there
has been no lack of committed volunteers who create the Free-Net
components. Indeed, the idea came directly from Dr. Grundner's positive
experience with expert volunteers in another project. Free-Net started
from a project Dr. Grundner created when working with the Medical
School of Case Western Reserve University. This was a microcomputer-
based health information system dependent on volunteer effort and the
expertise of the doctors, many of whom were primarily researchers
affiliated with university hospitals. Dr. Grundner was surprised by their
willingness to contribute to the system, to input explanatory information
in the system, and their interest in establishing one-to-one contact with
the people who were asking the questions. The idea of forming a
community-based computer network, based primarily on the efforts of
volunteers but established at a university, came from this experience
(T. M. Grundner, personal communication, January 27, 1992).
CWRUNET, FREE-NET, AND THE UNIVERSITY
Members of the university community are most in contact with
Free-Net because it serves as the university electronic mail system. Many
are only aware of Free-Net as a system rapidly outgrowing its original
capacity. Since the vast number of community users connect via dial-
up modem, and since the system is extremely busy during peak business
hours, it has, at times, been very difficult to get a connection. When
university buildings were fiber optically wired for CWRUNET, of which
Free-Net is a component, this problem ended for most. University users
complain when Free-Net is down for maintenance on Friday mornings
and on the occasional instance when it is not operational, but the truth
is that the electronic mail component has caught on and flourished
on campus where previous efforts in the library and university failed.
This is due to the simplicity of the Free-Net electronic mail component
and the recent almost complete campus access to CWRUNET
connections.
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In many ways, for users in the university and University Library,
Free-Net is something of an afterthought. Perhaps explaining that Free-
Net is just one information node of CWRUNET, the campuswide system
network, and that it provides the conduit for electronic mail gives an
indication why. Case Western Reserve holds the distinction of being the
first campus completely fiber optically wired for its system. The system
can handle not only extremely large amounts of data very quickly but
audio, video, and imaging transmissions as well. Cable TV, among
numerous other services such as networked CD-ROMs, shared software,
and data files, are offered to students in their dormitory rooms via
CWRUNET. An exciting electronic imaging and multimedia project,
which Case Western Reserve University is exploring with IBM, is intended
to offer enhanced materials in music and medical science networked
on CWRUNET. Free-Net is nonetheless an important community and
extra-university node of the system, so to speak, and conversely
CWRUNET supplies the Internet connection for Free-Net users.
FREE-NET, STUDENTS, AND FACULTY
These same academic components that connect community users
to university experts function for class members and instructors as a
structured, expansive electronic mail system, a question-and-answer
forum, and a problem-solving medium. Many university academic
departments have Free-Net sections for each class, where not only
students on campus, who have access to CWRUNET, but those living
elsewhere in the community, out of town, or home for vacation can
communicate as well. Expansive course descriptions are given online
and are of great use to students planning their class schedules. It is
interesting that humanities areas such as English and art history, not
only engineering and science departments, use Free-Net options to
enhance student/faculty communication possibilities. Martha
Artzberger confirmed that the Free-Net communication mode is
acknowledged by instructors to be helpful in encouraging shy students
or those with imperfect conversational English to participate in class
discussions on a more comfortable basis and at leisure (M. Artzberger,
personal communication, January 28, 1992).
This paper began with the idea that perspective is significant when
considering Free-Net. Those who work with it in the academic area
see it as an Internet connection, an electronic mail medium, and a way
to provide enhanced access for learning between instructors and students.
It is a convenient campus-access mode for students who live off campus
and want to be part of the learning that goes on between students getting
together, going over assignments, and exchanging views outside of class.
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THE UNIVERSITY, FREE-NET, AND THE PUBLIC
The role of the university and the University Library in Free-Net
is important, and it truly is a two-way street. Obviously, the community
has benefited from the university research that created Free-Net and
from the administration's commitment that continues to support its
operation and enhancement. Actually, Cleveland Free-Net, and all Free-
Nets, operate on a minimum of paid labor. The equivalent of only
two and one-half full-time employees are needed for a Free-Net the
size of Cleveland's. Smaller communities operate with only one (T. M.
Grundner, personal communication, January 27, 1992).
The other major university contribution is the expertise of faculty.
There is a Case Western Reserve University component of Free-Net in
the University Circle segment of the electronic city menu that has an
academic section where departmental information, student rosters, office
hours, and course information are posted. Many of the departments
have a general question-and-answer forum not limited to students.
Some academic sections are active, others rarely used, but the
interaction between Free-Net users and faculty in some areas, like the
sciences, is steady and obviously rewarding. These university
components give the public easy access to experts in specialized fields
and at the research university level. Case Western Reserve University,
with internationally recognized programs in chemistry, physics,
engineering, and medicine, is able to offer some of the expertise of
a first-rate faculty to the public at large.
The public aspect of Free-Net brings its own challenges to the
university. With the current debate about freedom of speech and political
correctness on campuses and the heavy use of Free-Net by all age groups
in the community as well as by university undergraduates, the free-
spirited adult exchanges on some of the Free-Net chat groups became
something of a problem. As a community system, Free-Net is like any
public space and is subject to a degree of misuse. The solution has been
the establishment of some obscenity standards for most of Free-Net and
the establishment of "Adult only 18 or older" areas for those who wish
to exercise complete freedom of expression in Free-Net communications
(T. M. Grundner, personal communication, January 27, 1992).
It is interesting that Case Western Reserve University, which no
longer has an education degree program nor a library school, sad to
say, does a great deal for schools and the K-12 age group through Free-
Net. Dr. Grundner, who has a doctorate in education, is especially involved
in this rapidly expanding segment of Free-Net called Academy One.
FREE-NET, CHILDREN, AND SCHOOLS
One of the best uses of Free-Net has been in its K-12 applications
in Cleveland and a number of communities worldwide. To participate,
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schools must establish Internet access through a sponsoring university
and must supply their own terminals and modems. All other elements
of participation involved are free. What participating classes and schools
get from Free-Net is unlimited access to the full range of Free-Net
possibilities including personal electronic mail, access to distant library
resources, and curriculum enrichment through specially designed
programs and activities that link schools across the country and the
world (National Public Telecomputing Network, 1991a, p. 1).
The Academy One component sponsors a number of projects that
link schools together and provide interesting learning experiences. For
example, there are simulated space launch projects that school children
participate in through Free-Net. These exercises run simultaneously
on all Free-Net systems and work as organized projects to launch a
space shuttle. School sites are given different roles in each mission,
some being landing sites, tracking stations, alternate landing sites, and
weather stations. Some schools become other shuttles, perform docking
maneuvers, and conduct joint experiments such as monitoring solar
disturbances. Coordination and communication between the shuttle's
mission control and schools are conducted through conferences on
NPTN Free-Net systems. Electronic mail is sent back and forth, hourly
reports are posted, and progress is reported. Schools involved in past
shuttle missions included ones throughout the United States, Finland,
Czechoslovakia, and Russia (T. M. Grundner, personal communication,
January 27, 1992).
Another Academy One Free-Net program is a "virtual worlds"
project that allows students to apply science, mathematics, reading, and
telecomputing skills to solve problems they encounter while conducting
expeditions to other worlds. Each expedition is one school day long
and consists of problems to solve, with each school posting mission
reports on Free-Net about what they encounter. Other schools are given
problems to solve relating to these adventures, such as identifying
creatures they meet. These experiences and exercises appear to be popular
and fun for the children participating and do provide practice for
computer skills as well as an early introduction to networking (National
Public Telecomputing Network, 1991 a, p. 3).
The Academy One component of Free-Net has a lot of projects
in preparation and is limited only by the number of telephone lines
available to it. Ten more will be added if a grant to put the ERIC
database online as a Free-Net resource is successful (T. M. Grundner,
personal communication, January 27, 1992).
FREE-NET AND LIBRARIES
Major libraries, such as the Cleveland Public Library, Case Western
Reserve University Library, the Cleveland Area Metropolitan Library
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System (CAMLS), and the Special Libraries Association (SLA) have
been actively involved in Free-Net from the very beginning. The
additional library resources Free-Net provides, such as numerous distant
online catalogs, are popular resources. However, it may be that these
efforts have only scratched the surface of what even more expansive
library/Free-Net involvement could accomplish. Dr. Grundner sees a
great deal of unrealized potential in this area, where there would appear
to be an affinity of missions (T. M. Grundner, personal communication,
January 27, 1992).
At University Library, instituting online reference service, making
the online catalog Euclid available, allowing CARL UnCover to be
accessed on a trial basis, and putting together two innovative government
documents projects have been major contributions to Free-Net.
Certainly, however, these are just a few of the things that could be
done and for which the potential exists. Perhaps self-interest rules
because the electronic mail component has been universally embraced
by the library.
Many of the innovative efforts of the University Library have been
in the direction of CWRUNET, our campuswide information system,
doing such things as putting CD-ROMs on a networked jukebox and
making data files accessible. Much of the University Library's attention
has been diverted by preparations to migrate to a new automated library
system as one of the first-to-be-activated OhioLink sites. University
Library is also in the midst of planning, designing, and building a
new
"library of the future," which will be heavily committed to the
new information technologies.
The Cleveland Public Library has been very involved with Free-
Net from the start making their card catalog available online to all
users and allowing registered borrowers, and borrowers in allied systems,
to locate materials, have them checked out, and sent to agencies for
pickup. This is an ideal use of Free-Net because the Cleveland Public
Library, while a very rich resource, is far removed from many people
in the metropolitan Cleveland area who might wish to use it.
In the Medina Ohio Free-Net, the public library also plays a very
central role, as it also does in the Peoria Free-Net. This is the ideal
model and should be a very common one in future Free-Nets in smaller
cities. Where the public library plays a leading, active role in the
community, it will also play an active role in Free-Net. Public libraries,
working with universities, are the ideal combinations to initiate Free-
Netting in their communities.
CAMLS is a very active local consortium of 16 academic libraries,
15 public libraries, 12 medical libraries, 12 corporate libraries, and 3
school systems representing about 344 total sites and approximately
10.5 million volumes. CAMLS has taken the lead in providing a reference
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bulletin board manned by librarians from participating libraries,
promising a two-day turnaround time in answering questions. Scanning
through recent questions and responses reveals that questions tend to
be answered the same day. There are the usual interesting reference
questions, queries about libraries' borrowing policies, and other
questions that point to library services Free-Net users would like to
see added. Chief among these appear to be an online encyclopedia and
online magazine sources that could be downloaded. Some of these
materials are on the university's CWRUNET, but are generally limited
to university student use because of site licensing restrictions. A few
sources are on Free-Net in full text, and they are heavily used.
Chief among these in the "library" area of the electronic city is
"The Freedom Shrine." This is a section of full-text freedom documents,
such as the Declaration of Independence, U.S. Constitution, and the
Magna Carta. Famous speeches such as Lincoln's Gettysburg Address
and Martin Luther King's "I Have a Dream ..." speech are in full
text, as are patriotic songs and poems. There are many other documents
accessible, and more are being added. All are searchable by keyword
and are immensely popular with schools and reference librarians. Other
online full-text sources include a few books, primarily limited to those
not covered by copyright. These include religious texts such as the Book
of Mormon and the Koran. An explanation of the Gutenberg Project
and how to participate in the project is also online in this section.
Numerous online catalogs are available directly on Free-Net,
including a Data Research Associates version of the Library of Congress
catalog with title and author search capabilities. Other online catalogs
include almost all the major academic collections in the area, including
that of Ohio State University. These are of real assistance to students
home from college trying to do classwork and papers as well as to
unaffiliated users locating resources on their own. A few major area
resources are not online, and these gaps inevitably limit usability.
University of California's MELVYL, Boston University's online catalog,
and a host of others are reachable through the "library" or the "teleport"
area of the electronic city menu, which provides the Internet connection.
Resources of much more limited use on Free-Net are those such as
Dartmouth's Dante Project, a Renaissance literature database.
Librarians also use Free-Net as a way to communicate with each
other locally. SLA has a large, active, far-flung Cleveland chapter and
uses a Free-Net section for member communication, newsletters, meeting
listings, and a popular jobline. CAMLS, the area consortium, also uses
the medium in this way, as does the Ohio Government Documents
Roundtable (GODORT). The Northeast Ohio Major Academic Research
Libraries (NEOMARL) group, which has a number of sections, also
uses Free-Net to communicate. On the campus of Case Western Reserve
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University, cooperation among libraries is increasing due to joint
participation in the OhioLink project, and Free-Net has served as a
valuable communication mode in this effort.
When reading through many of the Free-Net listings of the card
files and directories of local service agencies, those with public library
backgrounds may be reminded of the information public libraries have
always endeavored to establish and keep current. These were often called
"community resource files." It was always difficult to determine just
which community sources of information might help patrons, and many
of the agencies and people one would list were difficult to reach or
kept strict business hours. Even successful telephone contact was often
awkward to achieve. Many public libraries were always aware that the
answers to many questions were not in the public library but were
scattered in the community. Looking at Free-Net from a public library
perspective, one cannot help but see that important among its many
benefits is the fact it acts as a gateway to many more resources.
FREE-NET AND GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Case Western Reserve University Library has a number of
connections with Free-Net as an information provider. A specific area
that has great potential for use to the public and the community, and
in which two different approaches have been tried to present
information, is government documents. A six-month pilot project
undertaken by Case Western Reserve University Library and carried
out by George Barnum, government documents librarian, illustrates
the strengths, possibilities, and some shortcomings of Free-Net in
practical applications. The CWRU Government Documents Department
was chosen by the Government Printing Office (GPO) and the General
Accounting Office (GAO) to determine the extent of possible use of
the online Department of Commerce Economic Bulletin Board (EBB)
as a free service. The EBB is generally available for a fee only. The
six months' fee waiver was offered to 100 depository libraries. Case
Western Reserve University Library was one of only a very few libraries
to make the information accessible to users in a digitized form, and
the only one to attempt to present it online to the public at large (G.
D. Barnum, personal communication, January 23, 1992).
In the test he designed, Mr. Barnum, who is a sysop, or systems
operator, in charge of the government documents component on Free-
Net, posted a monthly list of all tables of data that were available from
the EBB. These included such things as monthly retail sales, employment
and earnings, and currency exchange rates from the Federal Reserve.
Each month there would be a listing of around 200 available files.
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Free-Netters could browse the list of available tables and listings
and request a file directly or send an electronic mail message to Mr.
Barnum in Free-Net citing the ones they wanted to see and access. On
receipt of such a message, Mr. Barnum would access the Department
of Commerce EBB via modem and download the requested table or
chart to disk. A small amount of editing was required before uploading
the information on Free-Net. It would then be available generally, not
just to whomever had requested it.
It seemed to be a good idea, and it was if considered in terms of
popularity with users and prompt distribution of important government
information. However, it became a tremendously labor-intensive activity,
and there were technical complications such as the 2400-baud rate of
transmission used by the Department of Commerce for downloading,
which made the process very slow and time-consuming. This kind of
thing was compounded by certain technical limitations of Free-Net,
which sometimes necessitated extensive editing of files. Free-Net only
accepted ASCII files, which made uploading of tabular information slow
(G. D. Barnum, personal communication, January 23, 1992).
There were, however, steady requests for tables and statistics, some
from the university community and many others from businesses, local
governments, and other segments of the public. The Cleveland area
is made up of numerous small municipalities, and these were frequent
requesters and users of the data. There were requests from much farther
afield as well, since Free-Net is accessible through Internet. Once users
were aware of the electronic availability of the information, there were
usually repeat requests.
Mr. Barnum soon learned that in dealing with a diverse population
of Free-Net users there were abusers of the system and troublemakers,
even ones smitten with Department of Commerce information. This
is a relatively minor problem that affects nearly all Free-Net sysops
to some extent and occasionally other Free-Net users as well. The system
lets those who are online at any time know who else is using the system
at that time. Occasionally there are rude messages, but this really is
an infrequent problem for most using the system. There are policies
in place now to deal with this sort of disturbance, which really can
be likened to misuse of the airwaves.
Along with the individually requested tables and files, there were
a number that were automatically put onto Free-Net. These included
such popular things as the Gross National Product (GNP), the Consumer
Price Index (CPI), employment statistics, economic indicators, and the
Federal Reserve credit rates. Of course, some of these statistics are
announced publicly immediately on release but usually not in their
complete form, and then only the most general statistics or those that
show significant newsworthy change. The advantage of the online EBB
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to Free-Net was that it made all the tables available immediately on
release, which was usually about two months before they would be
received in printed form in one of the usual publication sources.
Since any time lag on time-sensitive statistics makes them
incrementally less valuable in hard-copy publication, the online
immediate access was significant for those who used them for planning
purposes. Case Western Reserve University's Weatherhead School of
Management, business people in the community, and mayors of
suburban communities are examples of information users to whom this
criterion applied.
The test was run from June to December 1990, and was not continued
due to, simply, the inability of the Government Documents Department
to man such a service on a volunteer basis and accomplish what was
required in the amount of time that was needed. Some of the technical
problems encountered could perhaps have been fairly easily solved had
the project continued. Lack of time and staffing was the main deterrent.
The reality is that Free-Net is operated mainly by volunteers. This
means that incorporating its services into those of a university library
must involve stretching limited time and personnel resources. It is a
factor that cannot be ignored. Dr. Grundner sees a more practical role
for public libraries in supporting Free-Net through active involvement.
As already described, the Cleveland Public Library and CAMLS are
actively participating in Free-Net. In other communities, such as Peoria,
the public library has taken a central role as a driving force in Free-
Net. Making terminal access available to the public is a key service
in this effort.
The end of the test involving the Government Documents
Department at Case Western Reserve University, the Department of
Commerce online Economic Bulletin Board, and Free-Net did not mean
a cessation of Free-Net activity for the Government Documents
Department. Their leadership and participation has taken a new turn
and now is committed to a new, perhaps more viable, Free-Net
government documents option.
Free-Net is now providing a means of uniting electronically the
Ohio Government Documents Roundtable (GODORT) members. These
include representatives from the 38 Ohio libraries with government
documents collections. They include the State Library and major
university libraries as well as small public libraries with very limited
collections. GODORT is creating a Free-Net section to aid their own
cooperative efforts, as well as to make information available to the public
more readily. New Free-Net government documents offerings include
an online directory of state government documents collections, the
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GODORT newsletter and the GPO depository newsletter available
electronically, and a section for requests, offers, and exchanges of
documents between members.
The State Library also uses Free-Net to publicize a list of available
state documents and their distribution status. It also maintains a current
list of Ohio government officials. A section called "Get government
information" still makes available popular Department of Commerce
Electronic Bulletin Board information such as the CPI, employment
data, and economic indicators. As with all Free-Net areas, there is a
question-and-answer section open to all, which is monitored and
answered by GODORT members. Free-Net Cleveland reaches to such
areas as Oberlin, a GODORT site, and connects with other Ohio Free-
Nets such as the one in Youngstown, Ohio. Other Ohio GODORT
members connect via the Internet. In establishing the GODORT Free-
Net option, much attention is being paid to setting up clear areas of
responsibility for maintaining and updating the information. This is
one of the most important determinants of a successful Free-Net section.
Now Free-Net has even better capabilities to measure use, and these
capabilities will be used to expand or limit the options GODORT makes
available (G. D. Barnum, personal communication, January 23, 1992).
Through the example of the experience of the Case Western Reserve
University Library Government Documents Department in Free-Net,
one can gain an understanding of the ways Free-Net continues to change
and evolve as needs and capabilities of its operators and users do. New
areas of Free-Net activity are proposed and set up continually. Others
lose interest or willing volunteers to operate them.
From a user's standpoint, inactive Free-Net areas are a disap-
pointment. This view is also supported by the university coordinator
for Free-Net who noted that one of the biggest problems in coordinating
Free-Net is in monitoring areas that have gone dormant, contacting
the sysops responsible or finding new ones, and getting the areas active
and current again or deciding whether they should be dropped. Some
sections, such as culinary arts, veterinary medicine, computer groups,
the legal section, and the area run by Cleveland's Lewis NASA Research
Center need no such prodding. They are busy and active all the time,
have lots of enthusiastic contributors and users, and obviously have
good and competent sysops.
FREE-NET, GOVERNMENT, THE LAW, AND POLITICS
One area of intense daily activity on Free-Net is the legal one in
the government area of the electronic city. Many of the elements of
this section are a result of the emphasis in Free-Net on community
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participation in government. It is within the framework of a project
called the NPTN Teledemocracy Project. This includes such things as
the Hermes Project, which puts U.S. Supreme Court decisions, dissenting
opinions, and arguments online, as well as other U.S. Federal Court
decisions. It is augmented by an interpretation section to these decisions
and rulings. There is also a question-and-answer legal forum, which
is quite active with participation among the legal community of
Cleveland, business people with legal questions relating to agencies
such as the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA),
and students and faculty of Case Western Reserve University Law School
asking and answering questions.
Government and politics is an area of substantial Free-Net use with
an even greater potential for growth in the future. In some Free-Nets,
sadly not in Cleveland, discourse between government officials and the
citizenry is an important feature. Only one or two small communities
in the Cleveland area appear to be using Free-Net to provide a one-
to-one link between officials and those whom they represent. In the
few such community links that do exist, the system does perform the
function of getting messages directly to those in charge and of getting
responses. The usual local complaints concerning such matters as
barking dogs, problems with garbage pickup, and needed street repairs
are common messages. There is an incentive to officialdom to reply
since they must know that a larger audience than just the person who
complains will see if the query goes unanswered.
Even taking into consideration those who do not participate, the
government center of Free-Net is one of its most vital elements. OSHA
and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) information is
dispersed, interpreted, and commented on in Free-Net. An up-to-date
directory of governmental hotlines, name listings, addresses, and
telephone numbers for elected officials from the president on down
is maintained. The county engineer's office maintains an area issuing
news bulletins and answering questions.
The NPTN Teledemocracy Project consists not only of information
online, but during times of important political campaigns provides all
major candidates with "electronic campaign office space," at least on
the Cleveland Free-Net system. This is intended to allow users to access
information directly from candidates, not only that interpreted by the
media (National Public Telecomputing Network, 1991c, p. 2).
THE FREE-NET MOVEMENT
Dr. Grundner's pioneering efforts are these days directed toward
establishing Free-Nets in other communities and cities and in linking
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these through the NPTN, which he created. He sees the NPTN as the
community computing equivalent to National Public Radio or the
Public Broadcasting Service (T. M. Grundner, personal communication,
January 27, 1992).
Linked Free-Nets, which would still be entirely community created
and driven since this is an integral concept of Free-Net, could rely on
some network feeds to fill out their programming, so to speak. Dr.
Grundner calls this cybercasting. Popular examples currently on Free-
Net are the daily USA Today News in an electronic edition and national
weather service forecasts as well as Academy One features. "Go weather"
probably has the most logins next to personal electronic mail on
Cleveland Free-Net. Other such networked offerings would be NASA
space shuttle launch and mission transmissions, which is offered on
Cleveland Free-Net through the NASA Air and Space SIG. Electronic
journals are another possibility as networked utilities of NPTN.
The main role of NPTN currently is in helping communities
establish their own Free-Nets, both in the United States and abroad.
NPTN makes available the technical expertise and software necessary
to operate community systems (National Public Telecomputing
Network, 1991b, pp. 1-2).
Establishing comprehensive electronic mail linkups between Free-
Nets is another objective of NPTN, one that has tremendous capacity
for use by the widest range of people, for example, connecting families
with children in college. NPTN plans to establish a national news
organization to serve the telecomputing public as well as to establish
NPTN international connections with overseas information resources.
Other large cities that would be important NPTN resources are slated
to establish Free-Nets. One of the current sites organizing is Los Angeles
in coordination with UCLA and its library school (T. M. Grundner,
personal communication, January 27, 1992).
A significant international aspect of Free-Net, other than the
Internet connection, is the establishment of direct links to a number
of foreign libraries. Dr. Grundner is keenly interested in establishing
more overseas Free-Nets and in linking them with those in the United
States. During the Gulf War, electronic mail access through Free-Net
was established to enable friends and relatives of troops stationed in
the Middle East to communicate quickly. The most interesting and
visible international connection of Free-Net remains that of the
schoolhouse area of the electronic city, which includes the Academy
One space launches.
ESTABLISHING A FREE-NET
The steps involved in organizing and establishing a community
Free-Net are fairly straightforward. Important questions related to this
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issue are how much it costs, who needs to be involved, and what kind
of support NPTN can provide. Dr. Grundner estimates the initial cost
as approximately $10,000, this being the amount one needs to buy the
requisite computer equipment. An energetic, leadership-minded
organizing committee composed of representative members of the
community is essential. Help and advice are available from the start
from NPTN, who provide the software, some organizing information,
and certain network feeds (T. M. Grundner, personal communication,
January 27, 1992).
Of course, an Internet connection, usually through the local college
or university, is essential, as is institutional cooperation in the project.
All Free-Nets operate primarily through volunteers, so it must be
determined if enough dedicated people are available in the community,
with computers, modems, and the willingness to give of their time to
the project. A Free-Net in a medium-sized community might require
only one full-time person to run it. Of course, equipment such as
computers and modems is needed in any public areas to be made available
as public Free-Net sites. Often this equipment exists and is available
in the libraries, schools, and community centers. Free-Net is an obvious
project for communities to put forward for grant aid. In large cities,
the firm commitment of a university would probably be required. In
Cleveland, two and one-half full-time employees from Case Western
Reserve University run Free-Net out of Information Services, which
also administers the university computing center and University
Libraries. Free-Net is an ongoing commitment of the university.
SUMMING UP FREE-NET
This description of Free-Net in Cleveland, from the primary
perspective of an academic librarian, is intended to provide an insight
into what community computing is all about, how it relates to the
university and to libraries of all kinds, and what its potential is. In
a time when it is important that universities demonstrate their relevance
to the states and communities in which they exist, as well as to the
taxpayers who provide funding directly or indirectly, initiating a Free-
Net or becoming an integral part of one that develops is a fairly
inexpensive way to establish this relevance. Currently, universities are
the vital link for community Free-Nets because of the necessity of Internet
access.
When the National Research and Education Network (NREN) was
being debated in Congress, Free-Net documents were presented as an
example of a potential community use of the network. Future Free-
Nets will need to draw on public library resources, but universities
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may be bypassed if connections are possible without them. The scenario
of libraries being somehow omitted as important links in providing
information as the information technology revolution forges ahead is
a common one. The public may not relate an information technology
revolution as having to do with public or other kinds of libraries unless
the connection is made apparent. Librarians are often startled by this
misperception since almost all are intensely involved in the shift to
making information available and accessible in digitized form. Reaching
out and being part of collective efforts are essential to staying at the
center of providing access to information in the future. Free-Net is an
avenue for providing this access.
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